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Abstract: A paradigm shift is currently underway on the relationship between cancer
treatment markers and therapies. Labyrinthin is a prime example of such a marker because
it is a pan-cancer target for adenocarcinomas. This movement supports the idea that we must
change our thinking from various cancer types (eg, lung, breast, colon) to “cancer arising” in
a given tissue or organ. In doing so, this would further support the efforts toward pantreatments rather than organ-speciﬁc treatments.
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Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) was ﬁrst reported by Gold and Freedman in 1965
and, like many tumor markers, has been extensively studied.1 For decades, the quest
in the tumor marker world was to ﬁnd targets that were speciﬁc for various organs;
this was in part because physicians were trained to be specialists with select organs
or organ systems. Oncologists not only specialized in treating patients with cancer,
but also within select organs in the body. The pursuit of organ-speciﬁc markers
followed this same path with the advent of immunological and molecular methods
to deﬁne tumor types. Untold numbers of potential tumor markers have likely been
dismissed as not being valuable because they are expressed by a number of tumors
arising in a host of tissues. Such is the case of the antigen labyrinthin, recognized
by the mouse monoclonal antibody MCA 44-3A6.
In the early 1980s, Radosevich et al2,3 set out to deﬁne tumor markers that were
consistently expressed by a given pathological type arising in tissues throughout the
human body. This approach was plagued by the fact that tumors had to be deﬁned by
pathologists and require exquisite attention to detail at the microscopic level (beyond
that, some tumors did not display features that were detectable at the cellular level by
microscopic techniques). This required the sorting of tumors using pathological methods, followed by the detection of molecular markers. The tumor set was then resorted,
and a determination made as to whether the molecular marker did a better job of
grouping tumors than did the initial sorting by traditional pathological methods (selective response to treatments, clinical outcomes, etc.). Using this approach, Radosevich
et al2–4 could consistently deﬁne a group of lung tumors as being adenocarcinomas and
not other tumor types found in the lung that looked like adenocarcinomas.
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MCA 44-3A6 Antigen (Labyrinthin)
In An Evolving View Of Pan-Cancer
Targets
As additional studies conﬁrmed the presence of labyrinthin
in lung adenocarcinomas,5,6 the question arose whether
labyrinthin, the antigen recognized by MCA 44-3A6,
could be equally consistent in sorting adenocarcinomas
from other tumor types arising in other tissues. Indeed,
MCA 44-3A6 recognized labyrinthin on breast,7 bronchial
tract, stomach, small intestine, pancreas and colon in cancer tissues derived from adults;8,9 the aerodigestive tract,
exocrine pancreas, neural tissues, renal tubules, and transitional urothelium during human fetal development;10 and
more recently labyrinthin has been found to be selectively
associated with adenocarcinomas from a variety of cancer
cells and tissues (eg, NCI-60 human tumor cell line panel;
data not shown). Thus, it turns out that labyrinthin serves
as a pan-adenocarcinoma marker regardless of the organ
system. At the time, however, labyrinthin could have
easily been dismissed as having little to no value as a
tumor marker because it is not organ-speciﬁc.
Consider the case of antibiotics in medicine. After the
dawn of antibiotic use, eventually came the wide use of
sensitivity testing. Empirical testing on the patient at hand
was done to jump-start the control of the infection, but
sensitivity testing focused the aim on the antibiotic(s) to be
used. In every case, it is the sensitivity of the infectious
agent, not the location of the infection in the body that
directs antibiotic selection. There are different formulations of antibiotics to optimize the delivery of the drug
(to the eyes, ears, GI tract, etc.), but the sensitivity of the
microbe is still the driving force for the antibiotic drug
selection. Why then not do the same for cancer treatment?
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In the case of the Her2/neu tumor marker/target for
breast cancer, the FDA approved (1998) Herceptin, the
anti-HER2 antibody for breast cancer. However, because
our understanding of HER2/neu evolved, Herceptin is now
approved for gastric cancer (2010), and several other therapeutic targets appear on the horizon such as ovarian,
salivary, uterine, and even some lung cancers.
With respect to labyrinthin, several studies have shown
that it is a pan-adenocarcinoma marker because it is selectively located on the cell surface of adenocarcinomas and
not normal cells nor other cancers. For example, Figure 1
shows that both the MCA 44-3A6 antibody and an MCA
44-3A6-derived humanized antibody fragment11 react with
human lung adenocarcinoma cells. These and other data
from numerous human tissues and cell lines;3 (references
therein and as described earlier) collectively support the
idea that labyrinthin is a convenient, speciﬁc adenocarcinoma diagnostic and therapeutic pan-tumor target.

Pan-Cancer Marker Effects On
Cancer Diagnostic And Therapeutic
Perspectives
Considering the Her2/neu and labyrinthin examples, it is
proposed herein that rather than using labels such as “breast
cancer”, “colon cancer”, “prostate cancer”, etc., a new reference point be adopted. If we take the perspective of cancer
“arising in the breast”, “arising in the colon”, or “arising in
the prostate”, then we are more apt to address the commonalities between various tumors and recognize the fact that
there can be many more commonalities among tumors arising in various tissues than there are differences.
Acceptance of this paradigm shift will open funding and
policy opportunities to truly advance our understanding of

Figure 1 Photo micrographs of antibody interaction with lung adenocarcinoma cells.
Notes: Xenografts of A549 human lung adenocarcinoma cells grown in mice; magniﬁcation 400×. Left panel: background; secondary antibody alone. Middle panel: MCA443A6 antibody. Right panel: Humanized Fab. Normal ﬁbroblasts and other cells that inﬁltrated the tumor mass do not immunostain (middle and right panels).
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cancers as well as allowing new treatments to become
“board use” treatments early on in a treatment development.
For instance, because prostate and breast cancer tumors
express labyrinthin, research funding and efforts into
those cancer types could complement each other.
Consequently, treatments can be developed such as synthetic peptide vaccines or antibodies against labyrinthin to
beneﬁt patients with adenocarcinomas arising anywhere in
their bodies, including any metastatic disease.

Conclusion
Although a need for tissue-speciﬁc markers to help locate
tumors either in a given tissue or of an unknown origin
remains, it is likely that numerous markers have been dismissed as useless because they are not tissue-speciﬁc.
Conceivably, those markers could have joined the ranks of
pan-tumor targets for developing treatments. Fortunately, modern immunotherapy has enlightened our thinking of cancer
etiology. As a result, recent strides in research have been
made to identify pan-tumor markers, often from a genetic
standpoint.12–17 The discovery and elucidation of more convenient targets, such as the labyrinthin protein expressed on
adenocarcinoma cell surfaces, will contribute greatly to the
future of cancer diagnosis and treatments.
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